Reading Charts

What I Can Do to Comprehend During Reading by Kendra Wagner

- **Visualize** concepts & situations
- **Summarize** the main events or important ideas
- **Clarify** confusing words, terms, & sentences, sometimes with an outside reference
- **Question** the author & myself, when summarizing & clarifying
- **Connect** the text with your own experiences, or other reading
- **Predict** what will be covered next

Alert Classroom teachers.... charting reading strategies is a great year-long activity to do with your students. Students use charts on the wall best when they have helped develop them. by Stacey Tully

What Do Good Readers Do Chart:

- Before Reading?
- During Reading?
- After Reading?

We fill strategies in as we study them or discuss them. As with all wall charts, you need to constantly refer to it.